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Junior Hindi Translator (in Subordinate Offices) and Hindi Pradhyapak 

(Central Hindi Training Institute) and Senior/Junior Translators in Ministry of 

Defence Examination, 2014 was held on 08.06.2014 at various centers all over the 

country. A total number of  4761  candidates appeared in this examination. 

 

2.  After applying the cut off fixed by the Commission in Paper-I, 2614 

candidates have qualified for evaluation of Paper-II. The category-wise details of 

the candidates available and cut off marks are as under: 

 

 SC ST OBC OH HH VH UR TOTAL 

CUT-OFF 

MARKS 

93.50 60.00 76.25 50.00 50.00 50.00 114.00  

CANDIDATE 

AVAILABLE 

477 182 1189 41 7 22 696 2614 

 

Note 1: Category has been taken from data sent by Regional office.    

Note 2: Candidates belonging to reserved categories meeting the cut-off fixed for               

UR category are shown in the respective category 

 

3.  For the candidates belonging to reserved category for whom certain 

percentage of vacancies is reserved as per the policy of the Government, the 

category status is indicated against their Roll Nos. It is important to note that some 

of these candidates have been declared qualified for the category mentioned against 

their Roll Nos. if they do not actually belong to the category mentioned against their 

names, they may not be eligible to be included in the list. It is, therefore, in the 



interest of the candidates concerned to contact immediately the respective Regional 

Offices of the Commission in all such cases where they do not belong to the 

categories shown against their roll numbers. 

 

4.  A total number of 129 candidates have been awarded ‘zero’ marks due to 

wrong coding of their particulars on their OMR answer sheets/without 

signature/without Left Thumb Impression etc. as per notice of the examination and 

instructions given in the answer sheets. 

 

5.  List of candidates qualified in Paper-I for evaluation of Paper-II and marks of 

the candidates who appeared in Paper-I of the examination are available on SSC’s 

website – http://ssc.nic.in  
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